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National Impact Report

Executive
Summary

The Character Playbook course
provides students with the skills
and knowledge needed to build
and maintain healthy relationships.
The majority of students felt that
Character Playbook raised their
expectations of how they should
be treated and how they should
treat others in a relationship. A
majority of students leave the
course more prepared to play a
positive role in their communities,
whether by stepping in to help
someone who is being treated with
disrespect or by taking an active
role in conflict resolution.

219,886
Students across 2,721 schools

44%

Average increase in assessment
scores after completing the program
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Voices of
Students and Educators
Responses to Character Playbook

94% of educators would recommend Character
Playbook to a friend or colleague

Program Impact
and Demographics

After taking Character Playbook, 71% of students
say they can play a positive role in resolving
conflict.

National Program Reach 2018-2019
“I liked that this course included how to be a good bystander. I
have always been told to help someone who is in need of help but I
have never been told how. I am extremely thankful that this course
included this information, because I now feel more confident and
am more likely to help someone just because I know what to do.”
High School Student Madison County, AL

219,886

2,721

Students

Schools

469,233
Hours of
Learning
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Student Demographics
Self-reported data from students who respond to surveys and are at least 13 years old.

Gender

Grade Level

12%
51%

48%

20%

25%

43%

Male

Female

Race and Ethnicity*
Other

8%

Native American Indian

8%

Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic/Latino

8th grade

9th grade

10th grade or older

Low to Moderate Income
Communities*

60%

11%

40%

24%
49%

White/Caucasian
Black/African American

7th grade or younger

26%

Black/African American

White/Caucasian

Hispanic/Latino

Asian/Pacific Islander

Native American Indian

Other

* Students select all that apply.

Low to Moderate Income Schools
Moderate to High Income Schools
* Data from the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES). Low to Moderate Income Schools
are those where more than 50% of students are
eligible for free or reduced-price lunch.
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Making A Difference In
Students’ Lives Across the
Country

1 in 8 school districts in the United States is using
Character Playbook.

An Essential Part of Character Education in the U.S.
Character Playbook is used in over 1,500 school districts across
the country. Seventy districts have written this resource into
their curriculums, including 11 of the 30 largest school districts
in the United States.
•

•

•

1 in 8 school districts in the U.S. is using Character Playbook.
In 3 of the largest 100 school districts, all students in a
particular grade are required to take Character Playbook:
Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools (NC), Cumberland
County Schools (NC), and Douglas County Schools (CO).
11 of the largest school districts in the U.S. have Character
Playbook required or recommended for their students:

Name
Clark County School District
Broward County School District
Dallas School District
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
Duval County Public Schools
Cobb County Public Schools
Baltimore County Public Schools
Shelby County Public Schools
Polk County Public Schools
Dekalb County Public Schools
Jefferson County Public Schools

State
Nevada
Florida
Texas
North Carolina
Florida
Georgia
Maryland
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky

Student
Enrollment
(2016-2017)
326,953
271,852
157,886
147,428
129,479
113,151
112,139
111,403
102,295
101,284
99,813

U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Common Core of Data (CCD),
"Local Education Agency (School District) Universe Survey", 2016-17
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Embedded
in Schools:
A District Success
Story

A testimonial from Sandy Hitt, a
Career and Technical Education
Specialist in the Arlington
Independent School District.
“Our district was introduced to EVERFI as
the NFL and United Way began rolling
out their national Character Playbook
initiative, which uses evidence-based
strategies to educate students on how to
cultivate and maintain healthy
relationships during their critical middle
school years. We had an existing
relationship with the Dallas Cowboys, so
what initially caught our attention was
the Cowboys’ involvement with the

“Given that we’re in Arlington,
Texas, the fact that the
Character Playbook initiative is
rooted in our community
certainly helps our students
feel connected to it and in
turn, better connected to the
concepts taught in the digital
curriculum.”

program.”
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Embedded in Schools: A District Success Story

Arlington Independent School District is the 11th-largest school district
in Texas, with nearly 62,000 students across 75+ schools. Across the
district, 75% of secondary students are enrolled in the career and
technical education program. Eighty percent of AISD students are a
racial minority, and 69% are eligible for the free or reduced-price lunch
program.

More from Sandy Hitt:
“Arlington ISD has had an increased focus on Social Emotional Learning over the last
few years. We’ve even created an SEL department this year within the
Transformational Learning Team.

We have written Character Playbook into an 8th grade required
course called Career Technology and Higher Education
Investigation (CTHEI).
My team of educators focus on College & Career Readiness as part of that bigger
strategy to develop the whole student.

We want our students to be the best that they can be in this
community, and the leadership and relationship building themes
of Character Playbook go hand-in-hand with that.
When Character Playbook first rolled out in our district, our educators were quite
excited about the opportunities that the Cowboys sponsorship and EVERFI
partnership gave them. These teachers roll out a lot of tech, so they were hesitant, but
seeing how well the students responded to and identified with the program eased
teachers’ concerns about adding a new program to their curriculum.”
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Impacting Students Through
Character Playbook

71% of students say that because of Character
Playbook, they have higher expectations for how
to treat someone in a relationship.

Students’ Experiences with Bullying
Students’ ability to succeed academically and intellectually
depends in part on their ability to develop strong, sustaining
relationships and feel safe in their community. We know from
Character Playbook that being a part of safe, supportive
communities is not always a given.
From pre-course surveys

37%

4 in 10

of students say bullying is a
big deal at their school.

students think most of their
peers are saying negative
things about others on social
media.

1 in 3

16%

students know someone at
their school who has been
abused by a friend, boyfriend,
or girlfriend.

of students have been
cyberbullied.

37%
of students think their peers at
school would step in if they
witnessed abusive behavior in
a relationship.

Weak behavioral norms around
intervention and prosocial
behavior create difficult
conditions for students to
flourish socially and
academically.
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Breakdowns in School Communities
A strong sense of school community increases positive
outcomes for students. Students who feel a good sense of social
connectedness within their school are less likely to exhibit
behavioral problems, academic challenges, and use illegal
substances in their high school years.1 Not all Character
Playbook students feel a strong sense of community in their
school.
From pre-course surveys

56%

Safety
Only about HALF of students say they feel
safe at their school.

50%

Support
Just half of students think their school has a
good support system for students with
personal problem.

46%

Fairness
Only 46% of students say people at their
school deal with conflicts in a fair and
responsible manner.

49%

Value
Just 49% of students say they feel like their
school values them.

1 Bond, Lyndal et al. (2007). Social and School Connectedness in Early Secondary School as Predictors of Late Teenage Substance Use, Mental
Health, and Academic Outcomes. Journal of Adolescent Health , Volume 40 , Issue 4 , 357.
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Building Communities Based on Value and Respect
Character Playbook teaches students not just how to manage
their own relationships and emotions but how to play a positive
role in their school communities. Through Character Playbook,
students build towards actions that reinforce strong
communities. By raising student expectations for relationships
and giving them the skills to treat others with respect, we
increase the likelihood that students will stand up for their peers
and play a positive role in their community through conflict
resolution.
After taking Character Playbook, percentage of students who agree …

Raising
Expectations
72
%

71
%

I deserve to be
I have higher
treated with
expectations about
respect.
how to treat
someone in a
relationship.

Identifying
Steps

Taking
Action

71%

70
%

I've identified
actions I can take
to treat people
with respect.

I can play a
positive role in
resolving conflict.

65
%

I am more
confident in my
ability to help
someone who is
being treated
disrespectfully.
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Girls and Character Education
While all students leave Character Playbook with increased
expectations for their relationships, girls are particularly likely to
leave Character Playbook believing they deserve to be treated
with respect, to say they have identified the steps to take to
treat others with respect, and to believe that they can play a
positive role in conflict resolution.
After taking Character Playbook, percentage of students who agree …

Boys

79%
67%

Girls

77%
67%

77%
67%

I deserve to be treated with I have higher expectations I've identified actions I can
respect.
about how to treat someone take to treat people with
in a relationship.
respect.

75%
65%

I can play a positive role in
resolving conflict.
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Knowledge Gain
Students complete assessments before and after taking each
module, providing teachers with valuable data on their
students’ strengths and weaknesses. This data can help
educators and administrators identify challenges specific to
their school, district or state -- and can help inform strategies
to effectively address their students’ SEL needs.

Pre-Course Score

Post-Course Score

64%

Analyzing Influences

87%
57%

Understanding & Managing Emotions

83%
62%

Communicating Effectively

Resolving Conflicts

Stepping In

Making Decisions

83%
45%
79%
56%
84%
64%
86%

After taking Character Playbook, students increased their
scores on assessments by an average of 44%
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Why Character Education is
Important for All Students

A population-level approach to teaching healthy
relationships ensures the students who benefit the most
from a course on positive character development are
reached.

A Population Level Approach
While most students leave Character Playbook expressing confidence in
their ability to manage their emotions, resolve conflicts, and be treated
with respect, a segment of the population benefits more from the
lessons and learning objectives.
Using a social science technique known as cluster analysis, we were able
to find a group of students – Relationship Evolvers – who tended to
answer questions about relationships and self-management in ways that
showed room for improvement. They entered the course lacking
confidence in their ability to manage their emotions, communicate, and
get support from their community. But they made the most gains,
leaving the course feeling more prepared to deal with conflict, think
before they act, and identify unhealthy and abusive relationships.

This group is largely indistinguishable from the broader population. A
population-level approach to teaching healthy relationships helps the
whole community by reinforcing healthy relationship behaviors for some
students and establishing decision-making and self-management
techniques for the students who need it the most.
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How We Found the Relationship Evolvers

1

Population level analysis offers insight into how the average student taking
Character Playbook thinks and feels. However, high-level analysis can mask
differences between subgroups.

2

When looking at the Character Playbook population, two subgroups emerge
from the data. These subgroups appear using a process called cluster analysis.
Cluster analysis groups individuals in a population together by similarity but
not directed by a specific intention. This process finds groups of respondents
who answered the survey questions in similar ways or patterns of responses
that are statistically differentiated from one another. Cluster analysis is
described as unsupervised learning: there are no predetermined characteristics
or variables that define the groups. Intra-group similarities are only examined
after individuals have been sorted.

3

Individuals are grouped into clusters through an iterative process that
determines the ideal grouping based on the similarity of one individual’s
responses to all other individuals in their cluster.

4

After being grouped into clusters, similarities and patterns of responses are
examined. Individuals in the Character Playbook subgroups tended to answer
17 pre-course survey questions similarly. One group tended to answer
questions about relationships, emotional intelligence, and self-management
in ways that aligned to CASEL’s standards for social and emotional
awareness among students. The other group tended to answer the same
questions in ways that showed room for improvement in their social and
emotional awareness.

62%

38%

Relationship Whizzes– Students in
this group were more likely to answer
questions about relationships and
self-management in ways that aligned
to CASEL standards for social and
emotional awareness.

Relationship Evolvers– Students in
this group were less likely to answer
questions about relationships and
self-management in ways that aligned
to CASEL standards for social and
emotional awareness.
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Differences Between Relationship Evolvers and Relationship
Whizzes
When comparing Relationship Evolvers to Relationship Whizzes,
significant differences arise in their attitudes towards
relationships. The Relationship Evolvers are much less likely to
say they possess emotional management, communication, and
bystander intervention skills. This also indicates that
Relationship Evolvers show the most potential for
improvement.

Relationship Whizzes

82%

Relationship Evolvers

89%

85%

82%

65%

18%

I stop to think
about why I am
feeling a certain
emotion before
I act.

24%

I am good
at
identifying
and
labeling my
emotions.

26%

I feel
prepared to
get support
for an
unhealthy or
abusive
relationship.

31%
21%

I feel
prepared to
deal with
conflicts and
communicati
on in a
healthy way.

I feel prepared
to identify an
unhealthy or
abusive
relationship.
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Improvement For the Relationship Evolvers
The Relationship Evolvers saw significant increases in prosocial
attitudes and behaviors after taking Character Playbook. This
group saw large increases in the proportion of students saying
they felt prepared to identify and get support for unhealthy
relationships, deal with conflicts, and communicate in a healthy
way.
Among the Relationship Evolvers, percentage of students who agree …
44%
38%
38%
31%
26%

29%

21%
18%

Before Course

I feel prepared to deal with
conflicts and communication in
a healthy way.
I stop to think about why I am
feeling a certain emotion before
I act.
I feel prepared to identify an
unhealthy or abusive
relationship.
I feel prepared to get support
for an unhealthy or abusive
relationship.

After Course

Relationship Evolvers are more than twice as likely to
participate in cyberbullying than Relationship Whizzes. By
equipping the Relationship Evolvers with the emotional
management techniques and tools to seek help when they
need it, Character Playbook encourages the most at-risk
students to engage in more positive, community building
behaviors.
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Voices of
Students and Educators
Responses to Character Playbook

95% of educators would recommend Character
Playbook to a friend or colleague

Teacher
Feedback

More than 3,500 teachers in North
America use Character Playbook.
These educators are highly
satisfied with Character Playbook
and value this resource. More than
nine-in-ten teachers say the course
content is ‘very good’ or ‘good.’

Teacher-Approved Content
94% of teachers surveyed say
the course content is “good” or
“very good.”

94%

Recommended by Teachers

95%

95% of teachers would
recommend Character Playbook
to a friend or colleague.

Nearly all educators would
recommend the Character
Playbook program to another
teacher.*
* From a survey of 86 teachers who used Character
Playbook during the 2018-2019 school year.
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Teacher
Feedback

Educators say Character Playbook
brings character education to life
by enhancing the material they
teach in their classroom. More than
eight-in-ten teachers say Character
Playbook covers content their
students would not have otherwise
seen.
Almost all teachers surveyed say
Character Playbook was an easy fit
into their standard curriculum.*

Enhancing Curriculums
95% of teachers surveyed say
the course enhances material
they teach in the classroom

A Valued Resource
84% of teachers surveyed say
the course covers content their
students would not have
otherwise seen.

Easy to Use
95% of teachers surveyed say
the course was an easy fit into
their standard curriculum.

95%
84%
95%

* From a survey of 32 teachers who used Character
Playbook during the 2018-2019 school year.
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Feedback
from Students
and Educators

“Teaching character can be tricky,
especially to 8th graders that think
they know everything. Students are
able to connect with some of the
characters. I enjoy using the
Character Playbook, as it is a
different tool for the students to
use.“
Teacher New Hampshire

“I liked that it tried to teach you
how to treat people with kindness
and respect and also how to
maturely handle situations.”
Student Ohio

“I like that these topics aren't
things most teachers talk about to
students. Students have an
opportunity to go over other
important topics that aren't
specifically academic.”
Student New York

“The best part is the conversations
that are sparked. Character
Playbook emphasizes emotion and
how others feel because of YOUR
actions or words. This is very
important to understand in the
middle school environment..”
Teacher Ohio
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Appendix
National Implementation Results
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Character Playbook Year Three
What is Character Playbook?

Why does it matter?

Why is SEL important?

Character Playbook is an innovative
digital learning experience that
uses evidence-based strategies to
educate students on how to
cultivate and maintain healthy
relationships.

Character Playbook address socialemotional learning topics that are
essential for all middle schools
students. This program provides
students the tools to navigate the
complicated world of adolescence.

Social Emotional Learning is
addressing the most important
issues in schools today. Character
Playbook provides a pathway for
these challenging issues and
conversations that schools
everywhere are seeking.
Program Growth (Y1-Y3)

2,721 schools active
219,886

250000
200000
150000

students

100000
50000
0

872,773 modules

Year 1

Year 2

Students Active

Year 3

completed

71%

of students said
“I have a higher
expectation of how to
treat someone in
a relationship”

70%

65%

of students said
“I can play a positive role
in resolving conflict”

Knowledge Gain Statistics (Outcomes)
100%

of students said
“I am more confident in
my ability to step into a
situation”

“

Character Playbook gives students words to
describe their emotions in a way they have
never had access to before.

50%

Teacher, Oakland, California

0%

Before the course
Resolving Conflicts

After the course
Managing Emotions

2018 - 2019 School Map

Not set to
scale

Not set to
scale
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Arizona Cardinals

Valley of the Sun UW

59

5078

26

918

53

5631

25

1363

27

1286

24

3527

20

1505

2

106

25

3794

176

17362

Arizona Cardinals

Atlanta Falcons

UW of Greater Atlanta

Atlanta Falcons

Baltimore Ravens

UW of Central MD

Baltimore Ravens

Buffalo Bills

UW of Buffalo + Erie Co.

Buffalo Bills

Carolina Panthers
Carolina Panthers

UW of Central Carolinas
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Chicago Bears

UW of Metro Chicago

94

6180

49

2420

33

3466

5

802

27

1868

3

164

66

11573

46

2285

35

4068

13

377

Chicago Bears

Cincinnati Bengals

UW of Greater Cinci

Cincinnati Bengals

Cleveland Browns

UW of Greater Cle

Cleveland Browns

Dallas Cowboys

UW of Metro Dallas
&
UW of Tarrant Co.

Dallas Cowboys

Denver Broncos

Denver Broncos

Mile High United Way
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Detroit Lions

UW of SE MI

21

903

27

1796

18

1206

30

1473

49

4622

1

56

UW of Central Indiana

21

2652

Expansion

26

2175

UW of NE Florida

22

1059

Expansion

4

434

Detroit Lions

Green Bay Packers

Brown County UW

Green Bay Packers

Houston Texans

UW of Greater Houston

Houston Texans

Indianapolis Colts

Jacksonville Jaguars
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Kansas City Chiefs

UW of Greater Kansas City

22

3147

Expansion

91

5050

UWSDC, UWGLA, UWOC

36

6812

1

96

Kansas City Chiefs

Los Angeles Chargers
Los Angeles Chargers

Los Angeles Rams

UW of Greater Los Angeles

33

2253

Miami Dolphins

UW of Broward County

29

1906

19

1374

33

4114

15

729

Minnesota Vikings

Greater Twin Cities UW
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

New England Patriots

Granite UW
&
UW of the Greater Seacoast

22

1637

71

4626

36

4003

109

8848

39

2895

38

3475

New England Patriots

New Orleans Saints

Capital Area UW

New Orleans Saints

New York Giants

UW of New York City

New York Giants

New York Jets

UW of Essex & West Hudson

38

3066

Oakland Raiders

UW So. Nevada

18

3606

Oakland Raiders

UW Bay Area (East Bay)

10

388
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Philadelphia Eagles

UW of Greater Philly & So NJ

35

3320

12

1040

26

2044

6

502

34

1581

7

207

28

3994

18

575

23

1702

16

911

Philadelphia Eagles

Pittsburgh Steelers

UW of SW PA

Pittsburgh Steelers

San Francisco 49ers

UW of the Bay Area

San Francisco 49ers

Seattle Seahawks

UW of King County

Seattle Seahawks

Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

United Way Suncoast
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2018 - 2019
Implementation Results
NFL Team

United Way

Schools
Reached

Students
Reached

Tennessee Titans

UW of Metro Nashville

22

1419

53

3725

34

5068

50

4756

670

40,868

2,721

219,886

Tennessee Titans

Washington Redskins

UW of Nat’l Capital Area

Washington
Redskins
NFL Shield

TOTAL

UWW
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